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The behaviour of the Hill estimator for the tail index of fat tailed distributions in the presence of local alternatives which have a thin tail is investigated. The converse prohiem is aiso briefly ilciciiexmi. A local thin tail alternative can severely bias the Hill statistic. The relevance of this issire for the class of stable distributions is discussed. We conduct a small sinlulation study to support the analysis. In the conclusion it is argued that for moderate out of sample q~iantile analysis the problem of local alternatives may be less pressing. 
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In the next section we generalise the problem of stable iaws to the class of heavy tailed dfs. It is shown that for any fat tailed df with tail Index a, one can always construct a local alternative which has thin tails. Conversely, a local fat tailed alternative to a thin tailed df is straightforward to obtain as well. Two test fi~nctions in which local alternatives from the other class are nested are presented.
In section 3, we ohtain explicit expressions for the bias i n the Hili estimator in the c x e of the stable dfs and for the two test functions. T!ic fourth section presents a snlall Monte Carlo study that complements the theoretical results. We conclude by arguing ihac the problem of !ocal alternatives niay have little bearing on moderate out of sample quantile analysis.
FAT TAILS AND LOCAL ALTERNATIVES
First consider the class of symmetric stabie distributions with characteristic fi~nction:
where 4 is the characteristic exponent. For I$ < 2, n = @ determines the maximal Equation (2) 
THF BIAS IN THE HILL ESTIMATOR
In this section we give explicit expressions for the bias in the Hill estimator. The Hill statistic is defined as follows (see Goldie and Srnith (1987) ): where X , is the i-th descending order statistic of a sample with lenght n and y is the inverse of the tail ~ndex. Here, M denotes the randvrii niimber iif <jb:;e~iitions i'rop.tirion i. For symmetric siabie dfs, i < 0 < 2 , Proof Straightforward calculus on the analog~ie of eq~iation (6) ?dSE (see Goldie and Smith (1987) ). This MSE minimising M level is given in the fourth column as M~, and the fifth column reports the average a esrirnates. iJsing M* snrr~ewhirr helps to reduce the bias when @ = a = 1.95, but it remains considerable nevertheless. Due to the fact that for 4 = 1.95 h e norrnal is a local alternative, only incseas~ng the sample could help to alleviate the problem.
'Ti~ble 11 reports the average estimate produced by the Hill statistic when the DGP is given by equation (2). The bias problem is investigated when h tends to zero. The s levels were chosen such that, given some a level, the closer the thin !ail local alternative is, the furihei one needs to go into the [ail tn c:lpture the fat tail property.
ii is evident fion: !his t&!e that the presence of a local thin tailed alternative pushes the estimates upwards. This causes a serious bias problem for the lower 
